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1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of this note is to present an application of a local approach 
to the Fitting theory introduced by Fischer, Gaschutz and Hartley in [I]. 
Tbis local theory is utilized here in an investigation of normally embedded 
subgroups. Throughout this paper all groups are to be considered finite 
and solvable. 
2. FITTING SETS AND INJECTORS 
Let G be a finite solvable group. 
DEFINITION I. A nonempty collection 9 of subgrou 
called a IWiq set in G provided that 
(i) Na SE~implies NEP* 
(ii) N, K E 9 and H, K a HK implies HK E 9* 
(iii) S E 9 implies S” E g for x f G. 
EXAMPLES. (a) Let K 4 G. Th e collection of ail subgroups of K is a 
Fitting set in G. 
(b) Let 3’” be a Fitting class, i.e., X is an isorno~~~~srn closed collection 
of groups satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition I. 
of subgroups of G belonging to ;Y- is a Fitting set in 
set of all nilpotent or p-subgroups of G are Fitting sets in 6. 
(c) Let s be a Fitting set in G and N a subgroup of 6. 9 induces 
a Fitting set in N which consists of those members of 9 contained in 
This Fitting set in H will be denoted by g lIi or simply by 9 when it 
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is clear that we are referring to the Fitting set in H induced by fl. If H 4 6, 
then F IH = {S n H 1 S ES} and F lH is a Fitting set in G. 
The following elementary properties of Fitting sets are easy consequences 
of the definition. 
(1) If Pi and 9s are Fitting sets in G. Then y”7. n fls = {S / S E F1 , 
S E 9Q is a Fitting set in G. 
(2) Let 9 be a Fitting set in G and let GY denote the subgroup of G 
generated by all the normal subgroups of G belonging to 9. Then G9 
is the unique maximal normal subgroup of G belonging to 9 and is called 
the g-radical of G. 
(3) GP contains every subnormal g-subgroup of G. (By an 9- 
subgroup of G we mean merely a subgroup of G belonging to F.) 
(4) If N is a subnormal subgroup of G, then NslN = N n G,- . 
(5) If Na G, then N,I,(I G. 
(6) If A is a minimal normal subgroup of G, then either A E 9= or 
2F IA = (1). 
DEFINITION 2. Let g be a collection of subgroups of G. An F-subgroup 
V of G is 9-maximal in G if no subgroup of G properly containing V belongs 
to F. V is called an F-injector of G if V n N is g-maximal in N for each 
subnormal subgroup N of G. 
The following facts are established in [l]: 
(a) If 9 is a Fitting set in G, then G possesses an s-injector and 
all $-injectors of G are conjugate in G. 
(b) If 1 = G,, I! Gi _a **. a G, = G is a subnormal series with 
nilpotent factors, then V is an s-injector of G if and only if V n Gi is 
F-maximal in Gi for all 1 < i < n. 
(c) If V is an s-injector of G and V \c H < G, then V is an F lH- 
injector of H. 
It follows easily from (a) that a collection 9- of subgroups of G is a Fitting 
set in G if and only if every subgroup of G possesses an g-injector and 
9 is invariant under inner automorphisms of G. 
We shall say that a subgroup V of G is an injector of G if there exists 
a Fitting set fl in G such that V is an F-injector of G. Some of the properties 
enjoyed by injectors are listed in the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let V be an injector of G. Then 
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(i) V n N is a pronormal subgroup of iVfor each. s~b~o~rna~ s bgyo~~ N
of G. (A subgroup V of G is pronormal in G if and only ;f V and Vg are conj%ga& 
i% (V, VQfor allg E 6.) 
(ii) If I< 4 G, then V n K is an injector of G and G = KNG(V n R). 
(iii) V either COVICYS OY avoids each chief factor OJ~ G. 
The behavior of injectors under the taking of quotients is described by 
ROPOSITION 2.2. Let A 4 6. 
(i) If 9 is a Fitting set in G and V is m F-zkjector with A < V> 
then~={(S~A~A<S~9] is a Fitting set in G/A and V/A is an F”=-.injector 
of G/A. 
(ii) If g is a Fitting set in G/A and V/A is an g-injector of G/A 
then 9 = (S < G / (%4)/A ES} is a Fitting set in G alzd V is an g-ilzjector 
of G. 
(iii) Sf 3 is a Fitting set in 6, VA = G, V E 9 and V .C A & a% 
S-injector of A, then V is an F-injector of G. 
(iv) If Y is an injector of G, (VA)/A is an injector of G/A. 
Proof. The first two statements are easily verified. A proof for (iii) 
appears in [2, Lemma 31. In order to establish (iv), assume V is an g-injector 
of G and that V n A = 1. Set 9 = {(&4)/A j S ES). 3 is invariant 
under inner automorphisms of G and is therefore a Fitting set in G/A if 
every subgroup of G/A possesses an -F-injector. We show that this is the 
case. The proof proceeds by induction on ! G j. Let H/A be any proper 
subgroup of G/A. Let 9r = F IH. Now P1 is a Fitting set in H, A 4 H 
and if U is an *r-injector of H it follows that U n A = 1. By induction, 
g1 = ((&4)/A j S E Pr> is a Fitting set in H/A and (U&Q/A is an fir-injector 
of H/A. Since 9 = {(&4)/A / S E 9, S < H) = ((&4)/A E 9 j (SA)/A < 
H/A> = S= IUIA we have that (UA)/A is an F-injector of H/A. This portion 
of the proof will be complete if it is shown that (VA)/A is an g-injector 
of G/A. Thus, it must be shown that if N/A at; G/A, then (VA n NjjA 
is g-maximal in N/A. If N < G, we have VA n N = A( VA CT N n a/> = 
A(N n V) and N n Y is an F-injector of N. By the above remarks, 
(N n V)A/A is g-maximal in N/A. Hence it su&es to show that VA/A 
is g-maximal in G,lA. Suppose VA < WA with WE F. Pf WA < G 
we have that Y is an F-injector of WA and we get as above that (VA)jA 
is an g-injector of (WA)/A. If WA = G, (iii) implies W is ZIP? 9-injector 
of 6; so that Wand V are conjugate. In either case it follows that VA = WA 
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and (I/A)/A is g-maximal in G/A. Thus (iv) holds if V n A = 1. According 
to (i), (iv) also holds if A < V. Since it suffices to show that (iv) is valid 
when A is a minimal normal subgroup of G, the proof is complete. 
3. NORMALLY EMBEDDED SUBGROUPS 
Let p be a prime. A subgroup V of G is p-normally embedded in G if a 
Sylow p-subgroup P of V is also a Sylow subgroup of PG. V is normally 
embedded in G if V is p-normally embedded for all primes p. 
Every normally embedded subgroup of G is an injector of G. More 
precisely, 
THEOREM 3.1. Let V be a normally embedded subgroup of G. Then 
.9 = {S” / S < V, x E G) is a Fitting set in G. Moreover, if H is any subgroup 
of G and2 is a Sylow system of G which H reduces then V’J n His an g-injector 
of H, where VW is a conjugate of V which reduces C. 
Proof. In order to establish that F is a Fitting set in G it is enough 
to show that if A < V and B < V@ for some x E G, with A, B a AB, 
then AB < Vg for some y E G. 
First suppose V is a p-group. Then V is a Sylow subgroup of VG and if 
T1 = (S [ S < VG} and F2 = {p-subgroups of G} we have 9 = 9r n S2. 
Because 9r and 9a are Fitting sets, so is g. 
For an arbitrary normally embedded subgroup V of 6, let C be a Sylow 
system of G which M = AB reduces and let VY be a conjugate of V reducing 
2. For each prime p, let T, be the Sylow p-subgroup of G belonging to 2, 
M, = Mn T,, V,y = Vyn T,,A, = An T,andB, = Bn T,.Since 
A and B are normal subgroups of M, A and B also reduce C so that A,B, = 
MD for each prime p. Silence M = n, M9 = n, A,B, . 
Let 9$ = (5’” j S < VQY, x E G>. Then sp is a Fitting set and V,Y is 
the 9Qinjector of T, . Since A,, B, E 9$ and A, , B, < T, we have 
4% G (TdsD = V,g. Therefore M = JJ, A,B, < nT, V,Y = Vu. This 
proves 9 is a Fitting set in G. 
Let H < G and assume V and H both reduce the Sylow system C of G. 
To complete the proof it suffices to show that V n H is s-maximal in H. 
Suppose V n H <L < H with L E: F. Because of the nature of 9= we have 
L = Vg n H for some g E G. Let p be any prime and again let T, denote 
the Sylow p-subgroup of G belonging to C. Set P = V n T, E Syl,( V). 
Since V is normally embedded P = PG n T, . Because H reduces C, 
PonHgHand PnH= VnHnT,=PGnTpnH=(T?,nH)n 
(PC n H), it follows that P n HE Syl,(PG n H). Since V and H both 
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reducex, so does VnNandPnH = VnMn kr,~Syl,(Vn 
Let R E S$,(VS n H) such that P n H < R. Now any member o 
also belongs to Syl,(P), so we may choose Q E Syl,(PG) such that P n 
Hence PnH<R<QnH<PGn 
it follows that 1 VnHI = 1 VgnMl = j.Ll, 
COROLLARY. Let V be a qzormally embedded subgroup of G. Then 
(i) V n N is a pronormal subgroup of iV JOY all N ~sI 6. 
(ii) G = HN,(V n H), for all H 4 G. 
(iii) V covers of avoids each chief factor of G. 
Proof. These are all properties of injectors. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let V be a nilpotent subgroup of G. “V is an injector 
of G if and only if V is normally embedded in 6. 
Pyoof. Sufficiency follows from 3.1. To establish necessity it is enough 
to show that if V is a p-group and is an injector of 6, then V is normally 
embedded in G. The proof proceeds by induction on 1 G j. 
Let A be a minimal normal subgroup of G. According to 2.2(iv), (VA)/A 
is an injector of G/A. By induction, (VA)/A is normally embedded in G/A. 
Hence VA is normally embedded in G. Thus we may assume core,(V) = 1 
and that O,‘(G) = 1. It then follows from one of the earlier me&one 
properties of Fitting sets that V n A = 1 and therefore V centralizes A. 
ket K = (VA)G. Since VA is normally embedded in G 
Suppose X < 6. By induction, V is normally embedded in 
V E Syl,(VK). Niowever, as V is an injector of K, we have P = VG. Hence 
= G and VA E Syl,(G). It now follows that ,4 = G,(G) = F(G) = 
CG(F(G)). This implies V = 1 and completes the proof. 
Using 3.1 and 3.2 we obtain the following necessary and sufficient con- 
ditions in order that a subgroup be normally embedded. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let V < G. The following aye equivalent: 
(i) V is normally embedded in G. 
in G (4 {S” I s < v, x E G} is closed under the taking of normal products 
(iii) FRY each prime p and P E Syl,( V), (S” j 5’ < BP, x E G] is closed 
under the taking of normal products in G. 
(iv) Each Sylow subgroup of V is an injector of 6. 
Pmofm According to 3.1, (i) implies (ii). To see that (ii) implies (iii)> 
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let fl be the set described in (ii) and let FV be the Fitting set which consists 
of aUp-subgroups of G. Since 9 is a Fitting set, so is 9 n SD = (A’$/ S < P, 
x E G>. That (iii) implies (iv) is clear. Because V is normally embedded 
if each of its Sylow subgroups are normally embedded, it follows that (iv) 
implies (i). 
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